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Freude am Fahren [Joy of Driving] Newsletter
•	The BMW Club of Southern Alberta (BMWCSA) publishes
Freude am Fahren in print 4 times per year and emails
Joy of Driving 6 times per year.

•	Material in this newsletter may describe vehicle modifications or
procedures that may void your warranty, cause your car to fail
emissions tests, or make your insurance company or agent unhappy.
BMWCSA, its Editors, Directors and Officers are not responsible for
any consequences that may ensue.
•	Please send Newsletter Items and Questions to Chris Tworek at
Tworek@bmwcsa.ca
•	Please send Address Changes to Glen Cook at
membership@bmwcsa.ca
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On the cover: Club Through the Years – Rick Sayer,
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July 13

 ocial & General Meeting – moved to private resiS
dence (email events@bmcsa.ca for address and pizza
order) 6:00 PM Pizza Social + BYOB; 7:30 Meeting

July 23	
European Car Show – Stanley Park 10 AM-4:00
PM – Free for Viewing; Register your M Car to join
BMWCSA Display at
https://www.vsccc.ca/event-4766609
Aug 6	
CC&C – 10:00 to noon – Ricky’s at Deerfoot
Meadows across from Ikea
Aug 14	
Annual BBQ – 3:00 – 7:00 PM – register at
https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/2022-bmwcsa-annualbbq-tickets-373031295647
Sept 3	
CC&C – 10:00 to noon – Ricky’s at Deerfoot
Meadows across from Ikea
Sept 10	
EUROFEST at Sheni’s Auto Trend – 12:00-4:00 PM
- free general attendance – register your car at:
www.eurofest.net
Sept 14

 ocial & General Meeting – details to follow (ACC
S
may open)

Sept 15 Northern Germany Tour (Sept 15 to Oct 1) – see
-Oct 1	TOURS page in Newsletter - Contact Wallace Chow
at wdchow@outlook.com

Please limit phone calls to between the hours of 9:00 AM and 9:00 PM
Director & Social
Media Manager,
Secretary
Victor Yuen
victor@bmwcsa.ca

July 2	
CC&C – 10:00 to noon – Ricky’s at Deerfoot
Meadows across from Ikea

Aug 10	
Social & General Meeting – See July 13th for details

•	Ideas and opinions are those of the authors, without authentication
by or liability to BMWCSA, its Editors, Directors or Officers. BMWCSA
reserves the right to modify or edit any material or submissions.

President and
Director
Greg Walsh
403-286-2248
walsh@bmwcsa.ca

Kalender

Membership in BMWCSA
Membership is a family affair with many of our events devised with
family participation in mind. The family membership of $60 for one year,
$105 for two years and $150 for three years covers all household family
members. You do not have to own a BMW to be a Club member!
To join the club, download the membership form from the link
below and fill in your details: http://bmwcsa.ca/resources/MembershipApplication.pdf
For more info, or to submit your membership application, please email
Glen Cook or Victor Yuen at: membership@bmwcsa.ca
Membership privileges include newsletters and participation in
many social and motoring activities, plus a 15% discount on parts &
lifestyle accessories at BMW Dealerships. After one year of membership,
you will also enjoy a 2% Rebate off MRSP on either a new car or
motorcycle from BMW Canada. This discount is based on MRSP and not
on your negotiated price.
Also many of our advertising sponsors, whose ads appear in our
newsletters, offer discounts to members for parts and services. Please
remember to show your BMWCSA card and identify yourself as a club
member when purchasing parts, accessories and service.

We would like to welcome to the Club:
New Members
Tim Gannon
Zachary Sup
Rejoining Member
Suzanne Checkryn
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The President’s Corner – Greg Walsh
It’s been an exciting year thus far and there is still more to
come. The May PNW Tour was a fun filled tour through Idaho,
Oregon and Washington greatly enjoyed by the Alberta members who were joined by our friends from Oregon and California.
Everyone returned home with too many stories and photos
although there are rumours that Les Schwab Tire Shops are
being considered a Tour sponsor. The June 3rd Annual TRSS
School was a great success. Similarly, we had near record attendance on the Father’s Day Drive to Drumheller. We will have
reports and a photo spread in the September issue on these
adventures.
Please note the Kalender item European Car Show at
Stanley Park on Saturday July 23rd. Victor Yuen will be setting
up our booth and we would love to have some members register
their M cars as part of the 50th M Anniversary. Viewing attendance is free, but if you want your car entered, you must register
your car for a small fee.
And then our big event for this year is our Annual BBQ –
scheduled for 3:00 to 7:00 PM on Sunday August 14th - replete
with a special M Corral and prizes for both M and non-M Cars,
Silent Auction, Wined-Up, kid prizes and the usual excellent multi
choice meal catered by Great Events in the tent sponsored by our
BMW Dealerships. See Kalender or our website for EventBrite
Registration.
Please note that this year’s BBQ and this Newsletter are a
belated celebration of our 25th Club Anniversary which should
have been celebrated last year but it would appear Covid fogged
our brains. Please enjoy this Newsletter as many of our members
contributed memories and photos of our rich history.
There is a change to this year’s BBQ that I must mention.
Historically, our BBQ has been free for members, our advertisers
and their families. However, the cost has risen significantly which
is both due to the creep of inflation we are all experiencing and,
unfortunately, having to put in a contingency for the historical
amount of people who register but do not attend.
Therefore, for the first time there will be a modest fee for
attendance to help us control costs and reduce waste. We have
introduced a fee of $5/family member, escalating to $10 for
late registration after July 31. If you cancel within 7 days of the

event, your fee will be refunded as we will be able to fine tune
our commitments. As always, there is a fee for non-member
guests which is $30 per person and subsidized to a small extent.
Regardless, this is still a phenomenal value and I am pleased to
report that there have already been a number of registrations.
As you read the recollections of events past you will be
struck by the phenomenal successes the Club had with our
Performance Driving Schools. While Race City existed, your Club
presented some of the best driving schools available on the continent. The tradition was continued with Winter Driving schools
as well. All this with a safety record to be envied. I encourage you
to pay attention to the work required to attain these milestones,
in terms of the required and the massive volunteer effort of eminently qualified Instructors, Managers and helpers. I mention
this as several folk have been champing at the bit to rekindle our
Schools ASAP now that a new track is available. We are working
on this, BUT to maintain our standards we need to put that qualified team back together with both old hands and new blood. This
takes time and care. Think the summer 2023 as a realistic target!
Please let me know at walsh@bmwcsa.ca if you would like to be
part of the new wave.
We have a tradition of running two organized “Country Drives”,
one Summer and one Fall.
Rob Norum our Events
Coordinator is anxiously
awaiting your suggestions
for a favourite drive to share
with the rest of us. Send
your suggestion to Rob at
events@bmwcsa.ca.
Our Club succeeds
because our members step
forward. Thank you All!
I wish you Joy of your
BMW.

In house dyno – axle mounted – no tire wear – baseline run $180
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CC&C is not always about cars!
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The BMW Club Southern Alberta – 25 years …
well actually 26 years!
2021 marked the 25th Anniversary of the BMW Club Southern
Alberta. Somehow, and perhaps it was because we were all so
busy observing the ever changing Covid Protocols, we forgot!
At least for the 20th Anniversary back in 2016, we distributed
Club shirts!
It took our founding President, Frederick Kozak, to remind
us. So here we are in our 26th year of operation, belatedly celebrating our success as an ongoing collection of automotive
enthusiasts who will socialize and run various events – schools,
track days, drives, tours, and a variety of other fun events.

that’s another story. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, I used
to visit the old dealership in the Calgary Auto Mall somewhat
regularly, especially when I needed to wash a car on a Saturday
morning and/or needed a free coffee and a car chat. You just
never knew who or what cool car was going to be there. And
when there was nothing “interesting” to see, it was always
nice to chat to Grant about the car world. On many occasions, I
lamented how Calgary was the only major Canadian city without
an active BMW club. (I was a long-time member of the BMW Car
Club of America or BMWCCA.) Grant always said that I should do
something about it.
So enough talk and time for action finally I did something about it. Starting in
1996, I took it upon myself to be the catalyst
for the founding of Calgary’s chapter of the
BMW Club of Canada. Well, technically, it
was the re-founding of the local chapter, as
the previous chapter had become inactive.
I still have several dozen hardcopies
(yes, paper copies!?!) of the first edition (Vol
1.1) of “Freude am Fahren - the Officially
Unofficial Newsletter of the Unofficial BMW
Automobile Club of Calgary.” (See the first
Newsletter a little later on in this edition). I
found a way to distribute this “newsletter”
(only two pages) around Calgary (BMW
in a parking lot? Newsletter placed under
windshield wiper!) plus had great support
from Calgary BMW in getting the word out.
I also met a number of car enthusiasts on
my Saturday morning visits to Calgary BMW
through the summer of 1996.

We hope you will enjoy the following history and join us at
the August 14th BBQ to celebrate our 25th (well … ok … 26th)
anniversary!

The Early Days
Frederick Kozak, with his BMW M1, was the founding
member of what BMWCSA is today. It began as the Southern
Alberta BMW Club or SABMWC but the name was subsequently
changed to BMW Club Southern Alberta (BMWCSA) to meet
the National Club’s naming convention. When asked, Frederick
provided the following insight into the early years of the Southern
Alberta BMW Club and how the ten founding members came to
be part of this seminal event.
As a BMW enthusiast, I became well acquainted with the
staff of Calgary BMW over the years and developed a relationship with Grant Keil (now General Manager). I recall that he even
sold me a car! And also helped me to also almost sell a car, but

On August 14, 1996 at the Jumpstart
Café (across the street from the original Calgary BMW), ten
founding members of the Southern Alberta BMW Club were
officially welcomed as the newest chapter of the BMW Club family by Canadian Club President Michael Coates (from Ontario).
Sadly, time, age and missing files prevent me from remembering
all ten who were present at that inaugural meeting except to say
that I (Frederick Kozak) was club President, Gordon Anderson
was Treasurer and John Bruggeman was Club Secretary, with
the newsletter and website editor being Fraser Stanley-Jones.
And, of course, John and Helga Herbst were also in attendance.
The club had great early success - for some bizarre reason,
on the desk in my home office I still have a club member list
from November 5, 1997 that shows a membership of 34 people!
(Ironically, of these members, only nine had email addresses). I
think about half those members are still part of the club today,
but safe to say that in the start of the club, it was all about driving
and specifically, about driving schools - most of the early membership participated in those schools.
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In the early days, the Club had various social events and
drives, but it was the performance driving schools that were the
largest draw. Not only were the schools a membership magnet
but they gave rise to the development of a large core of instructors, some of whom to this day help out with recent Winter
Driving Schools and our Street Survival (TRSS) Program.
However, the success of a Club depends on volunteers. It
was not until 1999, when John Herbst became Club President,
that the future of the Southern Alberta BMW Club was assured.
Club membership was stable during the early years with driving outings throughout the driving season and, of course, the
ever-popular two-day driving school at Race City, but there was
always the concern about what might happen in the future when
the race track was closed.
I decided not to run for re-election as President in late 1998
as my career was in overdrive.... think 80-hour work weeks
without an energy-saving manual transmission. John, who had
become Vice President the year previous, had recently retired
from the flooring business and in my opinion was exactly what
the club needed. His energy was boundless! I think he put in
as much volunteer time weekly for the club as some people
put into their jobs! Talking to people, delivering newsletters to
retail shops, soliciting advertisers etc. - a real club ambassador. Almost singlehandedly, John was responsible for the huge
growth of the club during the early years of his presidency and at
one point we had over 200 members. In 2005, John Herbst was
awarded the annual BMW “Friend of the Marque” for his efforts
- a huge recognition!
There is so much more to say about John, who passed away
in October 2019 at age 85 with a 650 HP 2003 M3 still in his
garage, but he can be summarized in just a few words. John was
a consummate gentleman, a man of his word who was fueled by
both generosity and boundless energy, an awesome driver, and
a great friend to all that knew him.

We cannot say enough about John Herbst and the many
other volunteers mentioned in the following sections who gave
so willingly to develop the foundations on which we stand and we
can only hope that future generations will build on them. Perhaps
their dedication will serve as an inspiration and example for us
in the future, especially now that Rocky Mountain Motorsports is
operating with some hope that Badlands Motorsport will be built.

Calgary Race City
Race City Motorsport Park, also known as Race City, was
started in 1985 and closed in October of 2011 after the City of
Calgary reclaimed the leased land that the track was built on. The
first track was a short, half-mile oval. The quarter-mile drag strip
was added in 1986. As the late 1980s were a hot time for sports
car racing, the 2.0-mile, 11-turn road course was added in 1987.
Ben Docktor, an oval racer whose love of racing began from
watching drag racing in the US, built the Race City oval with the
help of then mayor, Ralph Klein, who was also an enthusiast. Ben
had moved from the US to Calgary and started an oilfield equipment business. He also developed a racing team and thought it
would be cheaper and easier to compete on a local track then
to be running around the country! For ten years, Docktor spent
every weekend at the track and every weekday running his oil
and gas businesses. In 1995 he sold the track to motorsports
enthusiast Art Mackenzie, who managed to keep it alive until
2011. Our Gary Coleman fondly remembers volunteers using cold
patch to fill the many potholes in the last few sessions. Rudy Van
Workem and Gary Leadbetter used over a 4 dozen bags of the
BASF product to patch the track over a 2 year period at a cost of
$60 to $110 per bag.

Frederick Kozak – Founding President

Calgary Raceway Era
There is much interwoven history of the Club and the now
defunct Calgary Raceway.

Ben Docktor was inducted into the Canadian Motorsports
Hall of Fame in 2012. For more about Docktor and Race
City history, see the Greg Williams Calgary Herald article
from 2012: “Recognition for the man who built Race City
Speedway,” https://www.pressreader.com/canada/calgary-herald/20120113/282729108766674
Some of the notable road course events at Race City
were the NASCAR NW Tour (1986-87), the Atlantic (or Champ
or Toyota) Championship Series (1989-1991), the Canadian
Superbike Championship (1987-2010), CASCAR Super Series
(1993-2001, 2003, 2005) and the ASA National Tour for short
track oval racers (1988-93). Other events included the Honda
Michelin Challenge series, Players GM series, Formula Atlantic
John and M3 at Calgary Raceway - photo from Zuhair at Sheni’s
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& the American Indy Car series. These series included Former F1
drivers, LeMans, Indy Car and Indianapolis drivers.
And, more importantly, Race City was the starting point for
our BMW Club High Performance Driving Schools (HPDS) and
our Instructor Schools.

The Schools
The following section and most of the photographs were
contributed by Gary Leadbetter. Gary spent much time interviewing the suspects and culprits of past glories to try to pull
together the most succinct version of history. Gary, today, is
curating many photographs and memories of the Canadian
Racing Scene for the Canadian Motorsport Historical Society.
As Fredrick mentioned, there had been several attempts at
forming BMW Clubs in both Edmonton and Calgary in the 1970s
and 1980s. It was not until the 1990s that some serious attempts
at setting up Schools and Instructor Courses created enough
interest to build a firm foundation and get many events going.
Our BMW Driving School came together because Tracy
Deslaurier Peter Spencer, Fredrick Kozak and John Herbst were
the driving force behind it. Initially, Tracy Deslaurier, a BMW car
and bike guy from Edmonton, approached Peter Spencer, a wellseasoned race car driver, about setting up a school.

REMINDER
BMW Canada Loyalty Discount
for BMW Club Canada Members
Members are reminded to follow the proper
process to avoid losing the discount

At the time, the BMW Club of Ontario (Trillium) and the
Mosport Track had the most experience in setting up schools
and events. Peter Spencer, Michael Stiebritz and Tracy Deslaurier
were the first to go to Mosport (Formula 1 track) to experience
the BMW Trillium Club’s High-Performance Driving school. They
used a Hertz Rent-A-Car as their school mule. Dave Cook was a
key resource at the school.
This morphed into the first school at Calgary Raceway. Peter,
Michael, Tracy and Frederick ran a Friday night classroom session followed by a Saturday track day. Some 25 to 30 enthusiasts showed up. Like all first events, there were mixed feelings
about its success. However, the ‘fire’ had started and there was
much enthusiasm to continue.
In the following couple of years, Frederick Kozak, Lance
Hogarth, John Herbst and Peter Spencer returned to Mosport
for more experience. The first time, Peter and Lance drove a
Pontiac Gran Prix, but John ended up with a Red Volvo station
wagon which proved not to be the poster car for any sort of performance driving! Their experience at Mosport greatly improved
the following Calgary schools. There was better organization of
the classroom and development of exercises including the addition of a skid pad. The Instructor training also benefited from the
aid of volunteers coming from Mosport and the Porsche Club of
America. At times, some of the schools got to an unheard of 1:1
ratio of instructors to students.
However, this was still a fairly loose organization and it really
did not take off substantially until there was amalgamation and
cooperation with other Western Associations.
As background, in the fall of 1994, Gary Leadbetter, Calgary
Sports Car Club (CSCC) Race Director, had taken over organizing
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•	
This is a BMW Canada Plan – BMW Clubs only
administer the application process
• The Loyalty Discount:
o	2% off MRSP up to $2000 (regardless of any
other deal at dealership)
o Applies to new vehicles and motorcycles
o	Applicant must have been a BMW Club
member for minimum of 12 months
• Prior to Purchase Club Member MUST:
o	Fill in application form (see https://www.bmwcsa.ca/membership-overview/benefits/)
o	Email to Club President at walsh@bmwcsa.ca
BEFORE PURCHASE
		• It can take up to 2 weeks for processing
so apply early
o	Only the Member may submit the application, no Dealership nor anyone else may
submit it on their behalf
•	Upon membership verification by the BMW Club,
BMW Canada emails discount letter to member
o	Letter is good for up to six (6) months on any
new model
o	Member presents discount letter to Dealership
during purchase process – cannot be done
retroactively!
•	Each member may use only one (1) discount in
any 12-month period but can apply for a letter
multiple times
•	Questions – contact Greg Walsh at
walsh@bmwcsa.ca
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the CSCC & WCMA (Western Canada Motorsport Association)
competition licensing school with Sue Wilson (from ARCWA,
the Alberta Race Car Association). The success of the CSCC
Competition School rapidly increased when Rick Coutts joined
Sue and Gary in 1996/1997.
John Herbst contacted Gary Leadbetter and was very
persistent that Rick and Gary assist with the new BMW High
Performance Driving school. Gary was reluctant because any
spare time he had from running his business was heavily
involved in WCMA and sports car racing. However, John was the
best salesperson Gary had ever met.
Gary Leadbetter joined the BMW effort first and Rick Coutts,
in the following year. Their help, combined with the efforts of
John, Peter, Tracy, Michael, and Lance, and the assistance of the
Trillium BMW Club’s Chief Instructor, Rolf Lang, put the NABMW
& SABMW Clubs’ High-Performance driving school on the road
to being very successful.
The CSCC/WCMA’s Oval and Track exercises were incorporated into the BMW Clubs’ school with a classroom program run
by three very experienced race car drivers, each of whom was
extremely knowledgeable about car dynamics at speed. Their
knowledge and experience at driving on a closed circuit was
applied to enhance their students’ level of attention and give
them skills that would make them far superior drivers on the
street.

fun high-speed driving experience to participants at the local
BMW AADS’ schools.
One such volunteer with a major impact on the AADS
Schools was Gary Coleman. Gary had progressed over the years
from a student, to a valuable instructor to be convinced (i.e. arm
twisted) to organize one year’s school. Organizing and running
the school took a great deal of personal time and was often
stressful trying to make sure the 60 to 100 volunteers were in
place to provide a professional level & safe school to the students.
Another such volunteer was Patti Duddridge Riegert’s and
her astronomical contribution to the successful running of AADS
for a number of years. Patti was instrumental in the June AADS
School, the Ladies school at race City and the winter schools
in Leduc area. She also summarized the entire administrative
process on a CD for future organizers. We could not have succeeded without Patti’s contribution.
John Herbst was always deeply involved and a perfectionist
in all he did. One example was that he saw a lack of instructor
and student manuals. John had gathered various materials from

Due to the relationships of Gary, Rick, Lance, Barry Munson,
and Peter with the sports car racing community, the first few
years saw the vast majority of the instructors being experienced
sports car competition drivers. Most of the instructors were
licensed WCMA Competition drivers (members of NASCC, CSCC
or ARCA) or had ASN Professional Competition Licenses from
ASN CANADA FIA, but they were never members of either the
Southern or Northern BMW clubs. Within a couple of years,
though, graduates of the initial BMW schools began to serve as
instructors and, after the formation of AADS (Alberta Advanced
Driving School, a joint venture of NABMW and SABMW clubs),
these new instructors were now BMW club members.
The AADS Schools became very successful with three wellorganized levels of students and over seven dozen well-versed
instructors available for each school. The red ADDS jackets
were a prestige symbol that many motorsport instructors sought.
AADS School became a popular event at Race City and the
Instructors’ red jackets became a symbol of AADS’s success.
AADS also incorporated a Ladies Only school for a few years.
Peter Spencer was the Chief Instructor for the majority of
the years. Peter’s drive, combined with the talents of track and
class room instructors and John Herbst’s never ending drive
to improve these schools, created sellouts - the schools had
to occasionally turn potential students away because we were
unable to handle additional students. None of this success
would have been possible without the unending support of the
army of dedicated volunteers from both BMW clubs. At the peak,
each AADS School needed close to 100 volunteers (including
instructors). Looking back at the success of ADDS it really due
to the volunteers’ annual dedication to providing value, safe and
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his experiences at tracks across Canada and the US, and with
the help of some of the aforementioned, he put together more
comprehensive Student and Instructor Manuals than were available from BMW Clubs National. The Student Manual was never
approved much past Calgary Raceway due some politics with
eastern clubs, but the Instructor Manual and Log Book are still
in use today.
AADS was a huge success at assisting hundreds of drivers
in Alberta to increase their level of driving skills. At the same
time, it increased the two BMW clubs’ membership numbers not
to mention assisting with their financial budgets.
Unfortunately, the highly regarded AADS school came to an
end with the demise of Race City Motorsport Park (RCMP). The
last year’s school at Race City were organized and run by Rick
Coutts and Gary Leadbetter. Rick and Gary also had to have their
arms twisted to organize and run the last schools for they both
had agreed a few years prior they had already put enough time
into driving schools.
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AADS attempted to run a similar school at the Castrol Race
way. Dave Welsh, Jed Harrison, Louis Mussbacher and Gary
Leadbetter worked on the Castrol Schools. However, the Nisku
facility did not have the benefits of Race City – the Oval, two-mile
challenging closed circuit with the long straight-away, the large
grandstand over the hot pits and the large window classroom.
The AADS school at Race City could not be duplicated.

Helga Herbst
John was predeceased by his wife Helga on January 22,
2009. While much is rightly being made of John’s contributions,
we must not forget that Helga was his partner in their many
adventures, from family and business to skiing and hiking and
motorsports.
Helga loved to drive and was very good at it. She had a
few instructor stints. When it came to Club activities, she was a
magnet for the other wives and significant others. Many events
became more enjoyable and memorable because she included
the whole family and partnership in her highly sociable outlook.
After her passing, it took many years to recreate this and it was
not until our extended Tours and our monthly CC&C that Helga’s
family sociability was recaptured.

Helga Herbst in her Mini
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The Post Race City Era:
More Recent History

2018 YYC School

After Calgary Raceway closed, the Club focus changed.
Schools shifted to Winter Driving when Ghost Lake was
available and then to the Budget Rent a Car Lot at YYC before
that land became an overpass. Ghost Lake was an open and
safe venue; the YYC lot was marginal and due to its small size,
we had to run a few exercises carefully to avoid curbs and other
obstructions. We are currently looking for a suitable venue.
Perhaps the 2009 Winter School was the most notable
among many schools. Paul Conquest and Eurasia Automotive
were sponsors for the 2009 winter school. Paul provided a lot of
equipment and support which made this one of the best organized and comfortable winter experiences.

2009 School

TRSS
Our big winner has been the three TireRack Street Survival
(TRSS) schools for those with less than ten years of driving
experience. These schools were developed by the BMW Car
Club of America and have run all over North America for over 15
years to teach car control and handling dynamics for unexpected
road situations. Neil Taniguchi pushed the Club into running
these and Gary Coleman ran and organized the first two with
Glen Cook coming on as Coordinator to help Gary for this year.
The Schools reach back into our Calgary Raceway history –
many of the instructors come from this rich background.

2017 Ghost Lake School

Technical Events continued, sponsored by our various advertisers. However, the ‘old-school‘ tech seminars have gradually lost
their appeal since members are not generally doing extensive
modifications on more modern cars nor building race cars. As a
result, events like the recent Liqui-Moly Lubricants Presentation or
the occasional Dyno session are far more infrequent.
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The overall focus turned to more social activities and this
was affirmed in the 2017 Member Survey.
The Annual BBQ, first hosted at the Lance and Kateri Hogarth
acreage and now moved to the John and Lyla Chipperfield acreage, is always a huge draw usually with 40 to 60 cars and 100
plus members and families. The Silent Auction and Wined-Up
raise funds for our Driver Ed programs. The meal from Great
Events and kid prizes are always the topping to a highly enjoyable family experience. Similarly, the annual Christmas Party
is a fun early-winter break with a fabulous meal at the Austrian
Canadian Club.

Latest BBQ’s at John and Lyla
Chipperfield’s Acreage

Early BBQs at Lance and Kateri
Hogarth’s Acreage
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CC&C
However, the absolute hit has been the monthly CC&C
(although none of us can remember if it stands for Coffee, Chat
and Cruise or Cars, Chat and Coffee or whatever!). CC&C started
on a cold and rainy Tuesday evening in June, 2015. Seven diehard members gathered to kick tires and share B.S. and other
delights at a Second Cup coffee shop in the Signal Hill Plaza. The
event soon became so popular that we outgrew the coffee shop.
Short winter daylight then moved the timing to Saturday mornings so we bounced around awhile, eventually settling into The
Block Restaurant in the NW. This was our haunt for three years
but, Before Covid, it was at The Block restaurant in the NW and
when that restaurant closed due to Covid, we moved to Ricky’s
Deerfoot which, for most, is an easier location to get to. We usually get 15 to 35 cars and as many people and – amazing but
true – we pull the largest attendance during inclement weather!
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Drives & Tours
Also popular with Club members are our drives and tours.
Traditional Drives like the Father’s Day Drive continue, and we
have two new tangents.
The first was the offshoot of the CC&C, which was supposed
to have a drive afterwards. Informal Drives, mostly organized by
Victor Yuen, are short notice, weather-dependent, two to six-hour
drives around Calgary with a stop for brunch, lunch, or ice cream.
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This Tour convinced Greg and John that our Club could
put together similar adventures for our members and the
International Tours were born. The Club has toured the Dolomites
in 2014, Monterrey 2016 (as part of BMW’s 100th Anniversary
and as part of the BMW Classic Club Tour), Appalachians 2017,
Switzerland 2019, and has just completed Pacific North West
(Oregon and Washington) 2022. The much Covid-postponed
Northern Germany Tour will go this September. There were
also mini-tours to Nelson B.C. in 2019 and Jasper in 2020. As
is always the tradition of the Club, these tours have been successes because of the tremendous efforts of our volunteers.
The European tours were organized by Greg Walsh, Wallace
Chow and Gerard Mercier. In North America the hard wrangling
has been done by Chris Tworek, Glen & Marg Cook, Wallace
Chow, and Gerard and Heather Mercier. Marg Cook has been
the woman-behind-the-scenes as editor/publisher of the much
appreciated interactive guide books.

2009 FDD - Kananaskis

These tours do what we do best – drive and socialize while
seeing new territory. They are a bit of a social square dance and
are not your typical “have your luggage at door by 7:00 AM”
group tours. Instead, hotels are organized so you know where
your head will hit the pillow each night but it’s up to you to get
from A to B using the well-prepared guidebook with options and
sights to see; you can go alone or join up with some other members. All you know for sure is that wine-o’clock starts at 4:00
PM and that there will be great company for reliving the day’s
adventures and heading off somewhere interesting to keep your

2022 FDD - Drumheller (Last Chance Saloon)

The second tangent was tours lasting up to two weeks.
These started from the inspiration of the 2011 BMW Classic Tour
of Alberta and BC. Our Club friend, and then President of the
BMW Classic Car Club, Goetz Pfafflin, organized this tour for
over 30 vintage BMW cars, some of which were flown in from
various parts of North America and Europe. John Herbst, with
Greg Walsh, followed the troupe with John’s camper and trailer
carrying spare parts and assisting with any issues.
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weight up: there are usually several organized group dinners,
but the remainder are part of the social square dance – you go
with whoever.

Michael Karski suggested a Lake Louise Getaway this past winter and we enjoyed three days of fine dining and, and actually
accomplished some hiking and skiing, as well.

Club tours to Canyonlands (Utah, Colorado, Arizona) may
happen for 2023; Spain for 2024 and perhaps Southern France
at some point. Stayed tuned.

Another aspect of our social activities is that several members are keenly interested in photography – nothing like taking
shiny metal around local backdrops or Sheep River, Kananaskis,
Badlands or the Rockies – combining several interests into an
adventure. Our Club newsletters have featured many of these
photographs.

The Club is always willing to experiment with new ideas for
travel closer to home. Mateusz Sobczak was behind the 2021
Scavenger Hunt, reminiscent of some rallies of years gone by
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We have had over 25 years of BMW club newsletters
assembled by the likes of Frederick Kozak, Fraser Stanley-Jones,
Rick Sayer, John Herbst, Stan Munn and Chris Tworek. Michelle
Belanger has been the graphics genius for over twenty years,
giving these newsletters a concours polish. Frederick Kozak gave
us the first, which is included in this newsletter. Perhaps a dying
art in the world of social media, it is still one aspect that many
members see as a value add to their membership.
And – yes – we are not all Luddites – Victor Yuen has run
our Social Media on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter, attracting
an international following.

need to want to have the driving and social experience.
The opening of Rocky Mountain Motorsports may see us
“Going Back to the Future” and there are several avenues we
are exploring.
Meanwhile the Club will continue doing what our members
see as value – don’t hesitate to come forward with new ideas
and help run our activities!

Our original 1996 Charter

We have also participated in some special projects, including M Town Calgary in 2020. BMW Canada wanted to get a cross
section of M Cars to showcase the introduction of the new M3
and M4. Their original plan was to go across Canada; however,
we managed to produce M cars of every vintage and the project
was converted to a Calgary experience.

The Here and Now with an
Eye to the Future
Our membership has seen a significant rebound and growth,
especially over the past year. We have managed to retain many
of the historical members while attracting a wide variety of new
blood.
You don’t have to have a BMW to have fun with us – you just
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The 2021 Charter

Classified
Interested parties can refer to www.bmwcsa.ca for
additional photos in many cases.

For Sale: 2014 BMW i8 Coupe
34,500km with BMW Platinum comprehensive warranty to
May-2024 / 44,000km (transferrable). Sophisto Grey with
Blue Accents Exterior & Ivory Interior with blue seat belts.
Avantaguard Warranty on wheels, tires, paint, keys etc until
May-2025 (transferrable). Full BMW service history since
2017 – with all maintenance records. Never winter driven.
Xpel Ultimate Plus Paint Protection Film on entire front end,
and remaining is ceramic coated. $87,900. Contact: Stuart
Payne – 403-470-7212 / stu@paynesincanada.com

Acknowledgements: Special thanks to Margaret Cook who
combined the contributions of many into a readable story
and the contributors: Michelle Belanger, Thom Carlson, Gary
Coleman, Fredrick Kozak, Lance Hogarth, Gary Leadbetter,
Sheni’s Autotrend, Rick Sayer, Harry Stammis, Sterling Tysseland,
Chris Tworek, Dave Welsh, Greg Walsh, Greg Williams (Calgary
Herald), Victor Yuen
And – we welcome all stories and photos for future issues!
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